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Abstract—In this paper, a fault detection and localization
method for a Low Voltage (LV) distribution grid are presented.
Two fault detection approaches were examined both suitable only
for low impedance faults (up to 10 Ω of fault resistance). The first
one was based on current measurements at the beginning of the
feeder and the second one was based on the highest voltage drop
across the feeder branches. The localization method was based
solely on nodal rms voltage measurements across the grid. The
localization method was divided in three steps: a) faulty branch
identification, b) faulty sector localization and c) fault distance
estimation. Two categories of faults were examined: single-phase
to ground short-circuit (SC) faults and three-phase SC faults.
Faults were divided in two major categories: a) faults in the
beginning of a branch and b) faults in the middle or towards the
end of a branch. Additionally, in order to study the effects of loads
and microgeneration units, four different hours in a day were
chosen. For all of the above cases both low and high impedance
faults were studied with fault resistance values ranging from
0.1 Ω to 1 kΩ. Finally, a preliminary study with less available
measurements was made and presented in this paper. The results
have been validated by simulation means on a real semi-rural
LV distribution network of Portugal.

Index Terms—fault detection, fault location, LV smart grids

I. INTRODUCTION

Faults in a typical distribution grid are responsible for
80% of customer interruptions [1]. The most popular index
to monitor the reliability of a distribution grid is the system
average interruption duration index (SAIDI). In 2016, among
the European countries, the unplanned SAIDI including ex-
cepetional events ranged from 9 min (Switzerland) to 371
min (Romania) per customer [2].

The increased penetration of distributed generators such as
photovoltaic (PV) systems in distribution grids has increased
their complexity. In the context of the evolution of smart
grids as the necessary tool to tackle those challenges, safe
operation and fault location are the first steps towards a self-
healing power system. These functionalities will help reduce
the outage time and increase the lifetime of the grid elements
and at the same time reduce the operational cost of the network
and increase its reliability.

The available fault localization techniques in literature can
be divided in five big categories: a) impedance based methods
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(the most popular), b) knowledge based methods (mostly artifi-
cial intelligence), c) traveling wave methods, d) methods based
on sparse measurements (mainly voltage but also current) and
e) hybrid methods which combine two or more of the above
methods. Some of the most popular of those approaches are
cited below.

Being probably the most explored approach to localize faults
in distribution grids, impedance based methods, account for
a large number of published papers. An iterative approach to
estimate the loads and the fault current at each line section was
accompanied by a load variation and fault resistance sensitivity
analysis in [3]. In [4], a π line model was used to improve
the accuracy of the method for a power distribution network
with integrated PV systems; the results were validated on a
real test feeder simulator. Another attempt to enhance the
accuracy of the classical impedance based method, was made
in [5] through the use of voltage measurements obtained from
smart meters. Finally, in [6] the current contribution of the
inverter-interfaced PV to the fault, was taken into account in
the estimation of the fault location.

Other researchers used knowledge based methods. A com-
bination of sparse representation vector, fuzzy-clustering and
machine learning techniques to estimate the fault distance
for single faults and for double or triple faults occurring
simultaneously was investigated in [7]. Furthermore, decision
trees were developed in order to identify the faulty segment of
the grid before localizing the faulty node [8]. An alternative
option would be to train two neural networks to identify
the type of the occurring fault as well as its location as
explained in [9]. Moreover, a fault detection and identification
method based on hidden Markov models along with a location
method based on matching pursuit decomposition for the
feature extraction from voltage signals, were proposed in [10].

As far as traveling wave methods are concerned, integrated
time-frequency wavelet decomposition of the voltage tran-
sients combined with the traveling waves originating from the
fault, were implemented in [11] to estimate the fault location.
Their results were validated through measurements from a real
MV distribution network. In [12], the digital wavelet transform
(DWT) was used together with a global position system clock
to estimate the fault distance from the busbars.

The last big category of fault localization methods is the
one based on sparse measurements. Smart meters have been
used to measure pre-fault and fault voltages and from them



produce a current vector which would present only one
nonzero element. The latter corresponded to the bus under
fault [13]. In [14], sparse voltage measurements were used to
analyze propagating voltage sags for each feeder node during
a fault. Similarly, in a method that matches calculated voltage
sags with acquired voltage data from nodal measurements
is presented in [15]. Furthermore, in the emerging context
of smart grids, new functionalities for the detection and
location of a fault are becoming available in the LV grid [16].
Additionally, a fault detection and localization approach for
non-technical losses is presented in [17]. A method taking
advantage of both voltage and current measurements at the
interconnection points of distributed generation units to form
a general method for fault location was proposed in [18]. On
the other hand, the method described in [19] was solely based
on current measurements. The method uses the phase current
angles and the amplitudes of zero-sequence node currents to
localize the fault.

A promising field that seems to attract a lot of attention
lately is the one of hybrid methods. Two recent studies
demonstrated the potential of using elements from different
methods to improve the estimation accuracy. In [20] a com-
bination of DWT and artificial neural networks was used
to identify the faulty section of the network and locate the
fault. In [21] a fault detection and location approach based
on mathematical morphology and the recursive least-square
method was investigated for the case of microgrids.

Besides the promising results that the above methods may
present, the vast majority of the studies in literature were
focused on low-impedance faults with fault resistance values
between 5 mΩ and 50 Ω. Only very few investigated high-
impedance fault cases [6], [22]. In addition, up until now
and probably because of the complexity they present and
the absence of available measurements, there has not been
a lot of research around LV distribution grids. A few studies
can be found in [5], [16], [17], [19]. The rest of the studies
have examined the MV distribution grid. On top of these,
impedance methods present a very specific and important
disadvantage: they identify multiple locations as candidates
for fault occurrence.

In an attempt to shed light in a quite unexplored field, a
fault detection and a fault localization method are proposed
for both low and high-impedance faults in LV distribution
grids in this paper; the method was tested for a broad range
of fault resistance values ranging from 0.1 Ω to 1000 Ω.
Additionally, both single-phase to ground and three-phase
faults were studied. In a distribution system, 70% of the faults
are single-phase to ground faults and only 5% three-phase [1].
However, three-phase faults are the most severe. By selecting
those two types, the most frequent and most severe faults were
studied. The basic idea of the fault localization method was
initially presented in [22] for MV distribution networks but in
this case it was adapted and tested in a real LV grid.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In the next Section
the characteristics of the grid under study are presented. In the
third Section the fault detection approach is discussed. The

fourth Section thoroughly describes the developed methodol-
ogy and the obtained results are presented in the fifth Section.
Finally, the conclusions are summarized the last Section along
with some proposals for future work.

II. GRID

The topology of the studied LV distribution grid along with
the available sensors are presented in Fig. 1; its a three-phase-
four-wire grid with a solidly grounded neutral. The grid is both
unbalanced and heterogeneous. Unbalanced since the different
loads and microgeneration units, in this case PV systems, are
of different size and both of them connected through a single-
phase to the grid; heterogeneous because lines connecting
the nodes are of different resistance, reactance and length. It
was assumed that the measurements were synchronized and
accurate.

current measurement

fault locationload

micro-generation

branch definition

sector defintion

Feeder 1 Feeder 3Feeder 2

branch 1 branch 9branch 5

Fig. 1: Single line diagram of the LV grid with the SC fault cases. Two
categories of faults are presented: a) faults close to the beginning of the
feeder (green symbols) and b) faults towards the middle of the end of the
feeder (blue symbols).

III. FAULT DETECTION

An attempt to detect faults was made in this study. Two
approaches were examined: one solely based on the rms value
of the current at the beginning of each feeder and another
based on the voltage drop across the faulty feeder. In both
approaches a faulty phase discrimination was implemented as
well. Faults were studied in their steady state, 150 ms after
their occurrence; a time fast enough for the protective elements
to isolate the PVs as this was expected to happen around 200
ms.

For the first approach, current sensors were placed at the
beginning of each feeder (Fig. 1). Theoretically, at the moment
of a fault occurrence a sudden increase of the current is
expected. An example of this sudden increase is provided in
Table I. The influence of the fault resistance on the increase of



TABLE I: Current increase at feeder level for a single-phase to ground SC fault
(CG) between nodes 15 and 23 at 20h01m0.15s (steady-state) for different
fault resistance values.

Rf (Ω) 0.1 1 5 10 50 100 500 1000

I(pu) 24.9 9.3 3.1 2.1 1.21 1.11 1.02 1.01

the current is clearly depicted: the higher the fault resistance,
the smaller the current increase under faulty operation will be.
For fault resistance values higher than 50 Ω the fault current
is slightly higher than normal operation. This last observation
lead to the conclusion that for high fault resistance values
(higher than 50 Ω) faults cannot be easily detected based only
on the rms value of the current at the beginning of the feeder
level.

For the second approach, the voltage sensors of Fig. 1 were
used. In theory, after a fault occurrence a voltage drop is
expected. According to the EN50160 standards in LV grids,
only a voltage drop higher than 10% of the one under normal
operating conditions is considered as an anomaly. For the
same fault case as the one demonstrated in Table I, the
voltage profiles across the faulty branch are presented in Fig.
2 expressed in the per unit scale for different fault resistance
values. It can be easily noticed that a 5 Ω fault resistance
value fault marginally passes the threshold of 10%. Faults with
fault resistance higher than 5 Ω fall into the permitted by the
EN50160 standards voltage drop zone. Only the detection of
faults with 0.1 and 1 Ω are guaranteed.

Since neither of the two methods can guarantee the detection
of high impedance faults, the development of other tools is
necessary. For the rest of this study, the detection of the

Fig. 2: Snapshot of voltage profile for a single-phase to ground SC fault (CG)
between nodes 15 and 23 at 20h01m0.15s.

fault and more specifically of the identification of the faulty
feeder was considered as being successful and its localization
is investigated in the following Section.

IV. FAULT LOCALIZATION METHOD

After the detection of a fault on a specific feeder, a three-
step method was applied to estimate the fault location as
presented in Fig. 3: a) identify the faulty branch, b) localize
the faulty sector and c) estimate the distance of the fault from
the beginning of the feeder. As mentioned in the Introduction
the method was based on the available nodal rms voltage
phase measurements. Phase voltage values were used for the
case of single-phase to ground faults while a symmetrical
component analysis of the voltage (positive, negative and
zero sequence components) lead to the choice of the positive
sequence component of voltage as more suitable for the case
of three-phase faults.

As presented in Fig. 1, two different categories of faults
were considered in terms of their location: a) faults in the
beginning of the feeder and b) faults towards the middle or
the end of a branch. Faults in the beginning of the feeder
might belong to multiple branches as is the case of the one
between nodes two and five which belongs to all four branches
of the first feeder. After a comparative analysis, for faults in

Fault detection

Identify faulty feeder

Identify faulty branch

Localize faulty sector

Estimate distance

Is the
estimation

within
the sector
limits ?

Adjust the estimation

Fault location

no

yes

Fig. 3: Fault localization method flowchart



the beginning of the feeder, it was found that depending on the
phase in which the fault was present, the branch with the less
elements (loads or microgeneration) connected to that phase
should be chosen to obtain the voltage profile. Although the
method performs well if the correct branch is identified, this is
a very challenging task as quite often the wrong branch would
be found as the one under fault. The results presented in this
paper focus on the second category of faults: faults located
towards the middle or the end of the branch.

In an attempt to solve the problem described above (faults
located in the beginning of the feeder), an alternative approach
was investigated in identifying the faulty branch. Instead of
searching for the branch to which the node with the minimum
voltage belongs, a step by step comparison of the available
measurements within each branch of the same feeder was
implemented as described in Algorithm 1.

Once the faulty branch has been identified the two final steps
of the method were initiated. As presented in Fig. 2 the basic
idea of the faulty sector localization process lies in the fact
that after the sector where the fault occurred, a stabilization of
the voltage profile curve with a zero slope was expected. The
latter is theoretically explained by the fact that after that point
there should be no circulating current (for zero fault resistance)
or a fixed amount (for non zero fault resistance). Furthermore,
an extrapolation of the lines adjacent to the faulty sector was
used and their intersection indicated the fault location. The
analytical algorithm for the faulty sector localization and the
distance estimation is presented in Algorithm 2. Finally, the
distance estimation error was calculated using the following
equation [23]:

error(%) =
|destimated − dactual|

ltotal
· 100 (1)

where ltotal is the total branch length.

V. RESULTS

A total of five influencing parameters were analyzed: a)
location of the fault inside the feeder (close to the beginning or
further away), b) load and microgeneration penetration levels
(four different scenarios during a day presented in Table II), c)
fault resistance value (eight different values were considered:
0.1, 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500 and 1000 Ω), d) the type of the
fault (single-phase and three-phase faults) and e) the available
voltage measurements. One top of those, the unbalanced and
heterogeneous nature of the grid should be again underlined.
Finally, a global simultaneity factor of 30% was used for the
loads of the grid. The results are presented below.

A. Faulty Branch Identification: Horizontal vs. Vertical Ap-
proach

The horizontal method was found to be 9% more efficient
than the vertical one in identifying the faulty branch for faults
located at the beginning of the feeder but equally less efficient
for faults in the middle or the end of the branch. Considering
this trade off, the vertical method was chosen as it is easier in
real life to localize faults in the beginning of the feeder.

Algorithm 1 Fault Localization Algorithm - Step I
1: procedure FAULTY BRANCH IDENTIFICATION - VERTICAL
2: within a faulty feeder
3: min v ← min v(faulty feeder)
4: . br: branch
5: for i = first br : last br do
6: if v(i) = min v then
7: faulty br ← i

8:
9: procedure FAULTY BRANCH IDENTIFICATION - HORIZONTAL

10: within a faulty feeder
11: . msp: measurement point
12: for j = first msp+ 1 : last msp do
13: min count← 0
14: min v2← min(v(first br : last br, j))
15: for i = first br : last br do
16: if v(i, j) = min v2 then
17: min count← min count+ 1
18: if min count = 1 then
19: faulty br ← i

20: if min count = 1 then
21: break

Algorithm 2 Fault Localization Algorithm - Step II
1: procedure FAULTY SECTOR LOCALIZATION
2: accross the faulty branch
3: . msp: measurement point
4: for i = first msp+ 1 : last msp do
5: δv(i)← v(i)− v(i− 1)

6: fs← 0 . fs: faulty sector
7: min v3← min(|δv|)
8: . first voltage criterion
9: for i = first msp+ 1 : last msp do

10: if fs = 0 and δv(i− 1) < 0 and δv(i) > 0 then
11: fs← i− 1
12: break
13: . second voltage criterion
14: for i = first msp : last msp− 1 do
15: if fs = 0 and |δv(i)| = min v3 then
16: fs← i− 1
17: break
18:
19: procedure DISTANCE ESTIMATION
20: extrapolation of the lines of the adjacent sectors
21: calculation of their intersection point
22: dest ← distance corresponding to the intersection point
23: if dest > fs upper limit then
24: dest ← fs upper limit
25: else if dest < fs lower limit then
26: dest ← fs lower limit

27: fault location at dest(m) from the beginning of the feeder

B. Faulty Sector Localization and Distance Estimation

Failing to identify the correct sector under fault can lead
to a direct increase of the error of distance estimation. In the
vast majority of sector mislocalization cases, an adjacent sector
was found as the one under fault. This, of course increased the
estimation error. It is derived from Table III that the method
presented higher accuracy in three phase faults than in single-
phase to ground faults. It is also obvious that by increasing
the fault resistance the distance estimation error increases.



C. Fault Resistance Sensitivity Analysis

From Table III it is clear that for faults of a fault resistance
of less than 50 Ω the precision of the method in identifying
the correct branch and sector is significantly increased by
16.67% and 23.21% respectively for single-phase faults and
by 25% and 12.5% for three-phase faults. This means that
by increasing the fault resistance mislocalizations of faulty
branches and sectors are to be expected.

The above phenomenon was attributed to the fact that by
increasing the fault resistance, the voltage profile approaches
the one at normal operating conditions and thus the micro-
generation and load effects on the voltage profile were more
severe.

D. Less Available Measurements

A preliminary analysis of less available measurements was
made for single-phase to ground SC faults in two different
locations: a) between nodes nine and sixteen and b) between
nodes nineteen and twenty six of Fig 1; faults in all three
phases were implemented for both cases. In order to establish
some criteria for a sensor placement strategy, some ideas were
drawn from a state estimation example in [24]. There, the
authors mention that sensors should be placed: a) in nodes
where big loads are connected, b) towards the end of the
feeder and c) in branches with large current being transported.
However, since the fault localization method presented in this
paper is solely based on the voltage curve along a faulty
branch, a few modifications in the selection criteria were
made. A limitation of the method is that it needs at least
three distinct sectors in order to work, meaning a minimum
of four measurements per branch; at least the first and the last
two. In order to establish the placement criteria, the following
scenarios were tested for each of the aforementioned fault
cases for all three phases:
[f1] fault between nodes nine and sixteen

i) sensors in nodes: 1, 2, 24 and 29
ii) sensors in nodes: 1, 2, 16, 24 and 29

iii) sensors in nodes: 1, 2, 9, 24 and 29
[f2] fault between nodes nineteen and twenty six

i) sensors in nodes: 1, 3, 26 and 30
ii) sensors in nodes: 1, 3, 19, 26 and 30

iii) sensors in nodes: 1, 3, 12, 26 and 30
For both fault cases, the scenario of retaining the bare

minimum of four required measurements was rejected due to

TABLE II: Simulation scenarios

Time Microgeneration Load

1 01:00 0% 28%

2 20:00 0% 90%

3 14:00 49% 60%

4 12:00 100% 50%

TABLE III: Method accuracy (%)

Overall Less than 50 Ω

1 ph 3 ph 1 ph 3 ph

branch 75.00 75.00 91.67 100.0

sector 58.61 87.50 81.82 100.0

distance 89.33 95.21 93.11 96.03

a significant increase of the error in distance estimation. Con-
sequently, the addition of an extra measurement in between
the first two (beginning of the branch) and the last two (end
of the branch) was deemed necessary. Scenarios (iii) presented
the best performance for both cases. Their distance estimation
accuracy results are presented in Table IV in comparison to
the ones obtained with available measurements at every node;
an increase of the distance estimation error of 12.05% and
5.82% was noticed for the first and second case respectively.

The choice of scenario (iii) for the first case can be justified
since node nine presents two characteristics: a) it has loads
connected in all three phases accumulating more power than
the ones connected in nodes five or sixteen and b) is a
measurement in the middle of nodes two and twenty four
which will lead to a voltage curve approximation closer to the
one with full measurements. For the second fault case (f2),
scenario (iii) performed better than (ii) because although both
nodes twelve and nineteen had the same load characteristics,
node twelve was located in the middle of nodes three and
twenty six thus providing a better approximation of the voltage
curve.

Based on the above analysis, the following strategy of sensor
placement was developed: a) voltage sensors should be spread
throughout the branch (a minimum of the first two and the last
two is required) so that the voltage curve would be a good
approximation of the ideal case and b) nodes with big loads
and/or microgeneratiion units connected to them should be
prioritized taking into account all three phases. To summarize,
with a reduction 30% of the available measurements (two from
the first branch and two from the fifth branch) for the two
studied fault cases, an increase of approximately 10% of the
distance estimation error was noticed maintaining an accuracy
of distance estimation higher than 81%.

TABLE IV: Distance estimation error (%) of single-phase to ground faults
for the cases of less available measurements in the grid.

Normal Less measurements

[f1] 9-16, scenario iii 6.80 18.85

[f2] 19-26, scenario iii 8.50 14.32



VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, two fault detection detection approaches and a
fault localization algorithm with two methods of faulty branch
identification were developed for LV smart grids. Additionally,
a sensor placement strategy was proposed based on prelim-
inary results. A real semi-rural LV distribution network of
Portugal was used for the simulations.

Six influencing factors were taken into account: a) the
unbalanced and heterogeneous nature of the grid, b) faults
in different locations: in the beginning of the feeder and in
the middle or towards the end of the branch, c) different types
of faults: single-phase to ground and three-phase, d) different
scenarios of load and microgeneration penetration percentages,
e) different fault resistance values ranging from 0.1 Ω to 1000
Ω and f) less available voltage sensors.

With an overall accuracy in fault distance estimation of
89.33% for single-phase to ground faults and 95.21% for three-
phase faults under all the aforementioned different operating
conditions the method was found to be a reliable solution for
fault localization in LV smart grids.

The main conclusions are summarized below:
• Both fault detection approaches were found to be reliable

only for low impedance faults
• For the faulty branch identification, the horizontal ap-

proach was more suitable for faults located close to the
beginning of the feeder while the vertical for the rest.

• Positive sequence component of the voltage was consid-
ered as the most suitable for three-phase faults.

• The method was more successful for three-phase faults
and especially in low impedance ones where the method
presented 100% success in identifying the faulty branch
and sector and 3.97% of error in estimating the fault
distance. This was attributed to the fact that the behavior
of the components in all three phases was taken into
account.

• While fault resistance increases the accuracy decreases.
• The localization method requires voltage sensors spread

across the length of the branch. Nodes with big loads or
microgeneration should be prioritized.

Future work would extend and finalize the less available
measurements study for the whole grid and include uncertainty
of measurements in the fault localization algorithm.
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